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extent with the temperament of the individual.   Also, It
must be remembered that in the	individual who lias
evolved from the anti-social child there is such a thing as
negative action or restraint.   How great a man's
is can often only be known to himself, for lie alone
realize how much self-control was required to enable him
to refrain from action.   That lie does refrain can only be
accounted for by the fact that he has slowly acqiiired a
sentiment towards self-control which compels him to behave
in a certain way.
The reader will gain a better understanding of sentiment
if lie will use the knowledge that he has already acquired
from Chapter VI on general attitudes or mental habits:
just as a mental attitude tends to promote definite
of behaviour so also does a sentiment, the difference lying
in the ratio of emotional content.   Thus the attitude
might in ordinary speech be called a high standard towards
neatness has had its origin in many experiences        to a
great extent is a reasoned conclusion on those experiences.
But as was shown previously the mind works as a whole
there Is cot one compartment which is rational,
emotional and another conative.   There is  always an
emotional tinge to a general idea that is living and active.
It is true a man may say * neatness Is a	quality *
and live in a muddle of mismanaged possessions, but in
such a case Ms attitude of mind towards tie quality is
one of indifference—the emotional colouring is, as it were,
negative,	might be better described as dislike for
the active effort necessary to achieve neatness. There is,
in other words, no feeling that will rouse him to action.
On the other hand, there are people who love order to
so great an extent that one can say that they have a senti-
ment for orderliness, meaning that the most characteristic
side of the attitude of mind is the	aspect. These
is, of course, an intellectual content in the
as in the simplest of psychic	we earn

